In order to assist our districts with chemical and waste management, and environmental remediation, the Risk and Safety Department of Putnam | Northern Westchester BOCES has partnered with Miller Environmental Group to provide:

- Emergency Spill Response
- Environmental Remediation
- Chemical Lab Packing
- Waste Transport & Disposal
- Restoration Services
- Industrial Cleaning Services

For more information about joining the PNWBOCES CoSER 698

Please Contact:

Frank Gugliere
PUTNAM | NORTHERN WESTCHESTER BOCES
REGIONAL SAFETY COORDINATOR
200 BOCES Drive, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-4399
Office: (914) 248-2457
fgugliere@pnwboces.org

Carol B. Sneyd
REGIONAL SAFETY TECHNICIAN
PUTNAM | NORTHERN WESTCHESTER BOCES
Office: (914) 248-3854
csneyd@pnwboces.org
EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE & REMEDIATION
MEG is a seasoned provider of Emergency Response services to Aviation, Rail, Highway, and Marine-transportation-related companies; Medical & Educational Institutions; Chemical and Oil Storage facilities; and Federal, State, and Local agencies. MEG provides health & safety oversight, air monitoring, spill response cleanup, debris collection and transport, and waste transportation & disposal in addition to Biohazard Cleanup services for the decontamination of buildings and equipment. MEG has offices staffed for 24 hour Emergency Response throughout the Northeastern US as well as HAZWOPER trained employees, specialized cleaning and transportation equipment to get the job done.

CHEMICAL LAB PACKING
MEG’s trained personnel possess the knowledge and experience to handle incidents in a Lab environment including everything from spills to a simple disposal of chemicals where Lab Packing each class of Hazardous Material is required.

WASTE TRANSPORT & DISPOSAL
MEG offers turn key support in managing hazardous and non-hazardous waste streams for a broad base of clients. MEG holds EPA, DOT and State Waste Transporter Permits, and has relationships with a variety of TSDFs (Treatment Storage & Disposal Facilities) that assure competitive disposal rates. Allow MEG to handle characterization, manifests and waste profiles.

RESTORATION SERVICES
MEG’s team of professionals has the ability to handle any fire, water, or smoke damage including water removal, mold remediation, and dehumidification and drying. An expeditious response is the most critical step to ensuring that the affected property sustains the least amount of damage during any fire, water, or smoke damage incident. MEG provides Emergency Response services to both commercial and residential customers.

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SERVICES
MEG’s Industrial Services personnel are experts in assisting our customers in decontaminating equipment and facilities of regulated and non-regulated materials. Our equipment & personnel can handle any job, ranging from an Acid Neutralization Tank and Sump Cleaning to an Oil/Water Separator Cleaning in a Fleet Garage.

ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
Miller Environmental Group’s Site Investigation and Remediation Division has the necessary experience to remediate a wide range of Environmental Contaminates. MEG’s projects have included soil and groundwater contamination assessment and the development of methodologies for the cleanup of contaminated soil and groundwater. MEG has the professional personnel and equipment to thoroughly implement a comprehensive Remediation Work Plan. The Remediation Division prides itself on designing the most cost-effective and modern recovery systems available.

MEG currently offers the following Environmental Remediation Services:
- Site Preparation
- Site Remediation
- Air Quality Monitoring
- Odor Control
- Environmental Health and Safety Oversight
- Decontamination of Personnel & Equipment
- Waste Water Control and Disposal
- Contaminated Soils Recycling/Disposal